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Energetics of charges in organic semiconductors and at organic donor-acceptor interfaces

Natalie Gorczak, Marcel Swart and Ferdinand C. Grozema

We calculated the energy landscape of charged molecules that is determined by electrostatic and induction interaction using the fully polarizable force field DRF90 in the bulk and at interfaces of the electron accepting material C_{60} and two exemplary electron donating materials pentacene and phthalocyanine. In particular, we compared the energy of a non-interacting electron-hole pair (NI-EH) without mutual electrostatic interactions to the energy a Coulomb-bound interfacial charge-transfer state (CT). Our calculations show that due to electrostatic interactions with the environment a NI-EH state is destabilized on the phthalocyanine:C_{60} interface, whereas it is stabilized on the interface between pentacene and C_{60}, even without the interaction with the counter charge. Upon adding the mutual electrostatic interaction between the opposite charges the electrostatic term overall stabilizes the CT state in both systems. This stabilization is not compensated by the reduced induction term. The resulting binding energy of the CT state amounts to several tenths of an eV, which contradicts the evidence of working solar cells based on these systems. The overestimated CT state binding energy for charges localized on a single molecule suggests that charge delocalization over multiple molecules might play an important role. Nevertheless, our results indicate clear opportunities to engineer electrostatic interactions at the interface that might lead to destabilization of NI-EH and hence to a lower binding energy of CT.

Introduction

Conjugated organic molecules and polymers constitute a class of materials that is of considerable interest for application in electronic devices such as field effect transistors, light-emitting diodes and organic solar cells. For a detailed understanding of the performance of these materials in such devices it is of key importance to understand the relation between the structure on the molecular scale and the electronic properties. The energetics of charged species in conjugated materials play a prominent role in the efficiency of devices. For instance, in field effect transistors the energy of a charged species in the solid state determines the voltage at which charges can be injected in the materials, which is not necessarily the same for the surface of the material and the bulk. Another example is the separation of electron-hole pairs on interfaces between electron donor and acceptor materials in organic solar cells; see Figure 1. This is a subject of intense scientific debate and there is currently no consensus whether a Coulomb-bound charge-transfer (CT) state on the interface has a lower energy than two free charges in the bulk. Therefore, it is of considerable interest to perform reliable calculations of the energetics of charges in organic semiconductors and at organic donor-acceptor interfaces. It is relatively straightforward to determine the ionization potential and electron affinity of conjugated molecules in vacuum, either experimentally or through electronic structure calculations. The opposite is true for the energy that is required to generate a charge on the surface or in the bulk of solid-state materials. The complication is partially related to intermolecular interactions but there are also other aspects such as the delocalization of a charge, which is directly determined by the electronic coupling between neighbouring molecules. The interaction between a charged molecule and the surrounding molecules in the solid is usually very different from that of a neutral molecule. The difference between the ionization potential or electron affinity in the gas phase and in the solid state due to these interactions is known as the polarization energy, $P$, and consists of several contributions as summarized in equation 1.

$$P = E_{\text{nuc}} + E_{\text{el}} + E_{\text{ind}}$$

The first contribution, $E_{\text{nuc}}$, is the nuclear relaxation of the molecule and the lattice due to the presence of the charge. This term has been argued to be small compared to the other two. The two main interactions between the charged molecules and the environment are electrostatic ($E_{\text{el}}$) and induction ($E_{\text{ind}}$, dipole-induced dipole) interactions. $E_{\text{ind}}$ is the only true electronic polarization term and therefore the term polarization energy that is used historically is somewhat misleading. A charged molecule inside a solid matrix of neutral molecules will induce dipole moments around itself. These dipoles always have an attractive interaction with the charge that induces them and hence these...
induction interactions lead to a stabilization of the charged molecule compared to the vacuum state. The electrostatic interactions with the surrounding molecules, for instance with permanent dipoles or quadrupoles, can either be repulsive or attractive, depending on the solid state structure of the material and the orientation of these dipoles/quadrupoles with respect to the charged molecule. The calculation of the electrostatic interactions is standard in all force fields for classical molecular dynamics calculations since it is a pairwise additive interaction. A full calculation of the induction interaction is more rare in such force fields since it requires a self-consistent calculation of all induced dipoles, including many-body interactions.

In this work we used the fully polarizable Direct Reaction Field (DRF) force field to study the energy of charges and electron-hole pairs in crystalline organic semiconductors in terms of electrostatic and induction interactions. We have investigated the energetics of charges in the bulk and at the surface of several materials that are of importance in organic field effect transistors and organic solar cells. Additionally, we made estimates of the energy required to separate a Coulomb-bound electron-hole pair at a donor-acceptor interface (the CT state) into separate charges. The data presented extend on previous theoretical work that was mostly focused on pentacene: C interfaces and the two individual materials. We present data for more materials and explicitly discuss differences between bulk energetics, energetics on the surface and at interfaces. The results show considerable differences in the stabilization energies for charged species in different materials that are primarily dictated by the electrostatic term. It is also shown that for interfacial CT states consisting of charges localized on a single molecule, the binding energy between the electron and hole is typically an order of magnitude higher than the thermal energy at room temperature. This suggests, that for efficient operation of organic solar cells the delocalization of a charge over multiple molecules is a key requisite.

**Computational methodology**

In the calculations presented here we have used the classical DRF force field. As noted above, this fully polarizable force field includes a self-consistent calculation of all induced dipoles in the material. The charge distribution over a single molecule was simulated by atomic point charges that were fitted to the electrostatic potential derived from density functional theory calculation in the vacuum using the B3LYP hybrid functional with a cc-pVDZ basis set in the Gaussian 09 program package. The description of the polarisabilities is according to Thole’s method for interaction polarizabilities.

We have used a standard set of polarisabilities that has been parameterized on the basis of a large set of experimental molecular polarisabilities. It has been shown that this yields a transferable method that reproduces experimental polarisabilities of a large range of organic molecules with reasonable accuracy (typically of the order of 5% or less). The quality of the description of the induction interactions by this combination of polarisabilities and point charges has been demonstrated for the calculation of many-body interactions where excellent agreement with ab initio calculations was obtained. In the DRF approach the polarisability of the molecules can be represented in two ways. In the molecular model each molecule is described by a single anisotropic polarisability at the centre of the molecule. This may lead to over-polarisation in cases where the electric fields inside the material are large, as is the case in this work. A
more accurate approach is the atomic model where the polarisability is distributed over all atoms that together constitute the molecular polarisability. A drawback of this approach is the much large computation cost associated to it. As a compromise we have also examined a mixed model, where the first few layers of molecules are described using the atomic model. At larger distances from the central charged molecules the over polarisation is less problematic and a molecular model is used. A comparison of these models is given in the calculations below. The calculations were performed on spherical clusters of molecules that were generated using the crystal structures of C_{60}, pentacene and phthalocyanine that are known from the literature. For the calculations of charges at the surface of the respective material, the spherical clusters were cut along the most densely packed plane. In order to simulate the interface of the donor and acceptor materials, two of such hemispheres were put together at the distance of the van der Waals radii.

Results and discussion

Charges in organic semiconductors

The energy of a charged species in a crystalline organic semiconductor depends strongly on the electronic and geometrical structure of the individual molecules, but also on their packing in the solid state. As discussed above, the main interactions that determine the energy of a charged molecule in the solid are the induction interaction and the electrostatic interaction. The induction interaction is always present, while the electrostatic interaction is only important when the neutral molecules of the material have an appreciable dipole or quadrupole moment. We start our discussion by considering crystalline C_{60} where electrostatic interactions can be neglected since C_{60} has no dipole or quadrupole moment. Since C_{60} is generally considered as an electron acceptor, we have placed a single negatively charged C_{60} at the center of a spherical cluster of neutral C_{60} molecules, see Figure 2A. We calculated the total induction energy for this charged C_{60} as a function of the size of the cluster of polarizable neutral C_{60} molecules around it, both using molecular polarisabilities and using a distributed model with 60 atomic polarisabilities per molecule. The results in Figure 2B show that there is a considerable difference in the calculated induction energy in the molecular polarisability model and the atomic model. The molecular model leads to an underestimation of the induction energy by about 25% for all cluster sizes. This is unfortunate since the computational cost of having 60 times as many polarisabilities in the distributed model limits the size of the clusters that can be treated, especially since the computational cost does not scale linearly with the number of polarisabilities. An interesting intermediate solution for this would be a mixed model in which the first layer(s) of neutral molecules around the charged C_{60} are treated in terms of atomic polarisabilities while the outer layers are described by molecular polarisabilities. This can be justified by the fact that the largest dipoles are induced in the closest neighbours. In Figure 2C we show a calculation for a C_{60} cluster with the fixed radius of three unit cells (459 molecules) with an increasing number of layers of atomic polarisabilities. As noted above, for zero layers of atomic polarisabilities, i.e. only molecular polarisabilities, the induction interaction is considerably underestimated. Addition of a single layer with atomic polarisabilities overcomes this discrepancy for the most part. Using more layers of molecules described with atomic polarisabilities only leads to minor improvements. Therefore, in the case of C_{60}, a mixed description with a single layer of polarisabilities described in atomic detail is a good compromise.
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Figure 3: A: Space-filling model of a spherical cluster of pentacene molecules. B: Induction interaction as a function of size for a positive charge at the center of a spherical pentacene and on the surface. C: Effect
of adding multiple layers of atomic polarizabilities in a molecular polarizability model. D: Electrostatic interaction of a positive charge in a spherical pentacene cluster as a function of the size of the cluster.

Using this description, the computational costs are lowered so that the induction energy can be calculated for bigger clusters. The induction energy of a negatively charged C_{60} inside a C_{60} crystal converges to -0.66 eV for the largest cluster considered. This means that the electron affinity of C_{60} increases from 2.65 eV in the gas phase to 3.31 eV in the solid state. When the charged C_{60} is placed at the surface of a crystal the total induction energy amounts to -0.55 eV, which is about 15 % lower than in the bulk. This reduction in the induction energy is relatively small when we consider that only polarisabilities on one side of the central molecule are taken into account. This is a direct consequence of the many-body nature of the induction interactions. The central charge induces dipoles in the surroundings that have an overall attractive interaction with that charged molecule. However, the induced dipoles also have a mutual interaction, and for instance two induced dipoles on opposite (symmetric) sides of the charged C_{60} will repel each other. Therefore it is impossible to directly extrapolate the induction interactions based on the number of surrounding molecules. For crystalline C_{60} it means that a negative charge that is injected will prefer to reside in the bulk of the material and not at the surface. This is generally true for all materials if only the induction interaction plays a role. We are not aware of any direct experimental estimate of the difference between the electron affinity in vacuum and in the solid state. In a UV photo emission spectroscopy study of C_{60} in the solid state by Sato et al., it was reported that the difference between vacuum and solid state ionization potentials is 0.76 eV.\(^{22}\) It can be expected that the stabilization by the surroundings is similar for a positive and negative charge in C_{60} since electrostatic interactions do not play a role here. Thus, we find our estimate of the stabilization energy of 0.66 eV in solid C_{60} in good agreement with the experimental results.

It is of interest to consider how the stabilization of a charge by induction interactions changes when it is delocalized over multiple molecules. Delocalization of a charge will decrease its energy by an amount that is related to the electronic coupling between neighbouring molecules. For two neighbouring C_{60} molecules in the crystal geometry we have calculated an electronic coupling between the LUMO orbitals of 0.025 eV using the fragment orbital approach. This is a very small value, even compared to the reorganization energy for C_{60} calculated by density functional theory of 0.2 eV. This is low compared to most other electron accepting materials. Therefore, negative charges are likely to be rather localized in C_{60}. This tendency to localize is strengthened in the solid state since the distribution of a charge over a large number of atoms generally decreases the induction interaction with the surroundings. For C_{60} when a negative charge is equally distributed over two neighbouring molecules the induction energy reduces by 0.2 eV to -0.46 eV. This shows that a localised charge is likely to be considerably more stable in C_{60} than a strongly delocalised charge, contrary to what is often assumed.\(^{23}\)

While crystalline C_{60} is an attractive model material, it is also rather ideal in terms of estimates of the stabilization energy of charges inside the crystal due to the absence of electrostatic interactions and a perfectly isotropic polarizability. This is generally not the case for conjugated organic molecules. Therefore we consider a prototype p-type organic semiconductor, pentacene. Pentacene has an elongated planar structure resulting in an appreciable quadrupole moment and a very anisotropic polarisability. The solid-state structure of pentacene is a layered conformation as shown in Figure 3A. In Figure 3B the calculated induction energy is shown as a function of the cluster size for the description in terms of atomic polarisabilities. For the largest cluster that could be considered, the induction energy is -0.49 eV for the bulk, while it is -0.34 eV on the surface. The difficulties related to the large anisotropy in the polarisability of pentacene are illustrated in Figure 3C where we explore the possibility to limit the description in terms of atomic polarisabilities only to the first few layers. It is clear from this figure that the combination of atomic and molecular descriptions leads to large oscillations in the induction interactions as a function of the number of layers of atomic polarisabilities that is included. For up to two layers of atomic polarisabilities only an increasing number of molecules in the (001) plane of the charged pentacene are described in terms of atomic polarisabilities. Due to the elongated shape of the molecules the large point polarizability located at the centre of mass of the molecule is relatively close to the neighbouring pentacene in the same layer, leading to a substantial over-polarization when only molecular polarisabilities are considered. This overpolarisation is reduced upon increasing the number of atomic polarisabilities in the same layer (0-2 layers and 3-5 layers). However, at the same time the induction term is underestimated because of the large distance between the charged pentacene and the group polarisability of molecules in the adjacent (001) plane. This explains the strong increase in induction stabilization at 3 layers with atomic polarisabilities.

The presence of a large quadrupole moment in pentacene means that appreciable electrostatic interactions of the charged molecules with the surrounding are expected. In Figure 3D we show the electrostatic interaction as a function of the size of the cluster considered. The electrostatic interactions show a peculiar oscillatory behaviour that can be understood when considering the shape of the cluster of molecules in each case. For cluster sizes with radii up to the dimensions of two unit cells all molecules are oriented parallel in the same layer of molecules. This leads to strongly attractive electrostatic interactions of up to 0.6 eV. When the size of the cluster is increased further, additional layers of molecules are added and the interaction of the charge with these layers is repulsive and the total electrostatic interaction decreases. For the limit of large cluster sizes the electrostatic interaction converges to -0.48 eV in the bulk, and -0.63 eV on the surface. The larger electrostatic interactions for a charge on the surface are due to the repulsive interaction of the positively charged pentacene molecule with the positive point charges on the H atoms of neutral pentacene molecules in neighbouring layers. While the electrostatic interactions make it favourable for a charge to reside on the surface of the crystal, the induction interactions are larger in the bulk of the material and in the case of the (001) surface in pentacene the differences exactly cancel. This leads to an overall stabilization of a positive charge...
in pentacene of -0.97 eV for both the surface and the bulk as compared to the gas phase. This value is in agreement with recent theoretical estimates by Ryno et al. who derived a value for what they call polarization energy of -1.02 eV using a very similar polarizable force field. Both theoretical estimations are substantially smaller than the experimental estimate derived from UV photo electron spectroscopy in the gas phase and for solid-state pentacene. From these measurements a value of -1.63 eV was obtained. One source for this discrepancy is the absence of lattice relaxation and surface reorganisation in our model.

Figure 4: A: Space-filling model of α (left) and β (right) phthalocyanine clusters. B: Induction interaction of a positive charge in α-phthalocyanine in the bulk and on the surface. C: Induction interaction of a positive charge in β-phthalocyanine in the bulk and on the surface. D: electrostatic interaction of a charged molecule in a spherical cluster of α- and β-phthalocyanine.

Allowing the surrounding pentacene molecules to adapt their position and orientation to the presence of the charge would lead to an increase of the interaction energy, however, it has been argued that such lattice relaxation are relatively small (~10meV). Additionally, delocalization of the charge over multiple molecules can lead to a stabilization.

It is interesting to note that the calculation for a negative charge in pentacene gives a very different result. While the induction interactions are very similar to the positive charge, the electrostatic interactions are repulsive. Consequently, the calculated electron affinity of pentacene in the solid state is approximately the same as in vacuum since the stabilization by induction is cancelled by the repulsive electrostatic interactions.

This explains the lower polarization energy found experimentally (-1.17 eV) for excess negative charges in pentacene, as compared to those for the holes. The total difference between the vacuum and solid-state ionization potential is still substantial, suggesting that there is another source of stabilization, apart from induction and electrostatics that is not included in our calculations.

The size and shape of molecules and the way they are organized in the crystal structure can influence the energetics strongly. An additional illustration of this is presented by the energy of positive charges in phthalocyanine in two different crystal structures as presented in Figure 4. In Figures 4B and 4C the induction interaction is shown as a function of the size of the spherical cluster and on the surface of a semi sphere for the α- and β crystal phases of phthalocyanine, respectively. The calculations were performed in the distributed atomic polarisability description. Again, the total induction interaction slowly converges for larger cluster sizes but for the largest size it is not fully saturated. As was the case for C60 and pentacene, the induction is larger in the bulk than it is on the surface, but only by about 20%. The electrostatic interaction shows a similar oscillatory behavior as for pentacene but with a smaller overall value. The latter is due to a more delocalized charge over the larger phthalocyanine molecule compared to a pentacene molecule. The oscillatory behaviour is again caused by differences in the interactions of the charged molecule with those surrounding it. These interactions can either be attractive of repulsive. The total stabilization of the charge in α-phthalocyanine is -0.76 eV in the bulk and -0.70 eV on the surface, while for β-phthalocyanine corresponding values of -0.82 eV and -0.68 eV are found. The results show, that in this case the difference between the two crystal forms of phthalocyanine is small. This can be understood when considering the structure of the crystal. On a small scale, the stacking of neighbouring molecules in the solid is very similar, while there are substantial differences in the mutual orientation of the neighbouring stacks. Since the nearest molecules have the largest effect, both on the electrostatic and induction interaction, the differences are small here. The overall stabilization of the charge in phthalocyanine by roughly 0.8 eV leads to a lowering of the gas phase ionization potential of 6.41 eV to 5.6 eV in the bulk. This is in reasonable agreement with experimental estimates of the solid state
ionization potential of 5.0-5.2 eV.\textsuperscript{29,30} In both crystal structures a charge is stabilized more in the bulk than on the surface, which is a result of both electrostatic and induction effects. Yoshida et al. have recently estimated the differences in stabilization energy for the surface and the bulk for several organic semiconductors using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{31} The difference in stabilization found for Cu-phthalocyanine was 0.2 eV, which is reasonably close to the value of 0.14 eV that we find for β-phthalocyanine.

**Charge separation at organic donor-acceptor interfaces**

For organic solar cells it is of particular interest to consider the energetics of charges at the interface between an electron donating and an electron accepting material. We have chosen two donor/acceptor combinations that have been widely studied experimentally: pentacene:C\textsubscript{60} and β-phthalocyanine:C\textsubscript{60}. The energetics of the individual electron and hole at the donor-acceptor interface were studied in spherical clusters consisting of two hemispheres of the respective materials as shown in Figure 5.

These calculations indicate whether the individual electron or hole is more stable at the interface than in the bulk material. In the terminology used in the field of inorganic semiconductors this information indicates the type of band bending on an interface between different materials.

![Figure 5: Interfaces between a (111) surface in C60 and a (001) surface of pentacene (A) and a (1\bar{1}2) surface in β-phthalocyanine.](image)

The combined energetics of such a non-interacting electron-hole pair (NI-EH) was compared to that of a Coulomb-bound electron-hole pair forming an interfacial CT state. The results of the calculations are summarized in Table 1. For a single negative charge in C\textsubscript{60} at the interface with pentacene the total induction interaction is -0.52 eV, which is less than in the bulk of C\textsubscript{60}. Although it is tempting to attribute this to a difference in the dielectric constant of the two materials, it is important to realize that the dielectric constant is not a valid quantity on a molecular scale.\textsuperscript{32} Not only can the dielectric response be different on this small scale, there can also be anisotropy effects especially when considering elongated molecules with a specific orientation in the crystal. The electrostatic interaction of a negatively charged C\textsubscript{60} at the interface with pentacene is -0.16 eV, showing a clear attractive interaction with the quadrupole pentacene. Note, that upon choosing a different crystal orientation of pentacene, the electrostatic interaction might be repulsive. Overall, a negative charge in C\textsubscript{60} is slightly more stabilized on the interface (by -0.02 eV) than in the bulk. For a positive charge in pentacene the induction interactions are of equal magnitude on the interface with C\textsubscript{60} as they are in the bulk of pentacene. This is a result of the specific interaction on a small scale and clarifies the argument stated above that the difference in induction interaction cannot be related to the macroscopic dielectric constant in a straightforward manner. The electrostatic interaction of a positive charge in pentacene at the interface with C\textsubscript{60} is equally stabilizing as at the pentacene surface in the calculations presented above since all electric multipole moments of C\textsubscript{60} are zero. Therefore, also the positive charge in pentacene is overall stabilized at the interface. Most importantly, the results show that both positive and negative charges prefer to reside at the pentacene-C\textsubscript{60} interface, even though no counter charge is present at the other side of the interface. For pentacene:C\textsubscript{60} the total energy of the NI-EH state at the interface is 0.17 eV lower than that of two charges in the respective bulk materials.

An opposite trend is observed for the interface between β-phthalocyanine and C\textsubscript{60}. For a negative charge the induction interaction on the interface and in the bulk of C\textsubscript{60} are very similar, -0.63 eV and -0.66 eV, respectively. The electrostatics however give rise to a stabilization by 0.07 eV of the charge in the bulk, indicating a repulsive interaction between the charge and the quadrupole of phthalocyanine in this particular orientation. In total, the negative charge is stabilized by 0.10 eV in the bulk of C\textsubscript{60} as compared to the interface. Similarly, the induction interaction of the positive charge in β-phthalocyanine is virtually the same in the bulk and at the interface but the electrostatic stabilization is larger in the bulk by 0.08 eV.

### Table 1: Energetics of charges and interfacial charge transfer states on the interface of organic donor and acceptor materials. All energies are given in eV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Bulk</th>
<th>Int.</th>
<th>Total binding energy</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{60}-pentacene</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{60}-β-phthalocyanine</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently, in contrast to the observations for the pentacene:C\textsubscript{60} interface, both charges will move away from the interface when disregarding the attractive interaction with the counter charge. The energy of the interfacial NI-EH state is 0.18 eV higher in energy than the energy of to free charges in the bulk materials. These results are in qualitative agreement with experimental work by Akaike et al. who studied the electronic structure of phthalocyanine:C\textsubscript{60} interfaces.\textsuperscript{33} From a combination of UV photoelectron, X-ray photoelectron and inverse photoemission spectroscopies they concluded that the polarization energy (the energy difference between the ionization potential in vacuum and in the solid) is smaller at the interface than in the bulk material for both the electron and the hole.\textsuperscript{33}

The calculations above do not take any mutual interaction between the positive and negative charge on the interface into account, neither induction nor electrostatic. However, these interactions do play a key role in the transition from a Coulomb-bound electron-hole pair at the interface to free charges in the respective bulk materials. While the attractive Coulomb
interaction can simply be added on top of the so far calculated interactions of NI-EH, the induction interaction between the two charges is not additive. This is due to a different induction interaction of the interfacial charge-transfer state with the environment as compared to the induction interaction of two individual isolated charges on the interface. Therefore, the induction energy has to be calculated in a separate calculation with the opposite charges at the interface. In Table 1 we list the energetics for these interfacial CT states on pentacene:C_{60} and β-phthalocyanine:C_{60} interfaces and compare them to the total stabilization of the two separated charges in the respective bulk materials. In both materials the total induction interaction for the CT state is lower by more than a factor of two, compared to the free charges in bulk. This can easily be understood since the dipoles that are induced by positive and negative charges have opposite directions. Hence, a dipole induced by a negatively charged C_{60} will have a repulsive interaction with the positive charge on the pentacene nearby. Therefore, if only the induction interaction is considered, the separation of the CT state into separate charges is energetically favourable. However, the total electrostatic interaction is much larger for the interfacial charge transfer state compared to the two charges in the bulk. Overall, this leads to a stabilization of the CT state at the interface for both combinations studied here. For pentacene:C_{60} the CT state is more stable by 0.85 eV, while for β-phthalocyanine:C_{60} the energy difference is 0.50 eV. Both these values are very large compared to the thermal energy at room temperature and it is very unlikely that charges should escape from recombination when they are formed close together on these interfaces. This is in disagreement with the experimental observations that highly efficient solar cells can be constructed of both of these material combinations, with internal quantum efficiencies close to 100%. One of the reasons for this discrepancy can be the absence of geometry relaxation in our model (and in most other classical evaluations of CT energetics); we have used static geometries for these calculations. While intramolecular and intermolecular geometry relaxation can give stabilization energies up to a few tenths of an eV, it is not likely that there are large differences for charged molecules in the bulk and on the interface, especially for intramolecular relaxation. A more plausible explanation is the restrictions in the delocalization of the charge imposed by our static classical model. The charge distribution is fixed on a single molecule. This means that possible delocalization of the charge over multiple molecules is not accounted for. Such delocalization would lead to significantly reduced electrostatic interactions in the CT state since the average distance is larger. At the same time, the stabilization of a delocalized charge by induction interaction in the bulk state is also reduced compared to a localized charge, as shown above for C_{60}. It is not clear a priori which of these two effects will dominate. An accurate theoretical prediction of the degree of charge delocalization is certainly not straightforward. For instance in density functional theory, there are severe problems in describing charge delocalization, already inside a single molecule. An additional shortcoming in our present approach is the static charge distribution of the charged molecules, which were calculated for isolated molecules. The presence of a neighbouring charge in an interfacial CT state could lead to substantial redistribution of the charges in the molecules.

The attraction by a counter charge may lead to localization of the charge because of an increased electrostatic interaction. Whether this is important depends on the relative magnitude of the increased electrostatic interaction and the energetic cost of polarization.

**Conclusions**

In this paper we have discussed the energetics of charges in organic semiconductors and on organic donor-acceptor interfaces using a fully polarizable classical force field. It is shown that both the induction and electrostatic interactions converge only for large clusters of molecules and that it is in general necessary to use an atomic description of the polarizabilities rather than molecular polarisabilities. Induction interactions of a charged molecule with the surroundings are always larger in the bulk material than on the surface by approximately 25%. Electrostatic interactions are strongly dependent on the organization on the molecular scale and may either be repulsive or attractive. Therefore, a charge may either be stabilized more in the bulk or on the surface. The same is true for the interface between an electron-donating and an electron-accepting material. For a pentacene:C_{60} interface both the positive and negative charges have a lower energy on the interface than in the bulk. In phthalocyanine:C_{60} this trend is reversed; charges are stabilized more in the bulk than on the surface, resulting in an energy landscape that is favourable for efficient charge separation in organic solar cells. For an interfacial charge-transfer state it was found that the induction interaction is larger for the free charges in the bulk than for a CT state at the interface by roughly a factor of two. This is not sufficient to overcome the strong stabilization of the CT state by the mutual electrostatic attraction between the positive and negative charge. This strongly attractive term, together with the stabilization of the individual charges at the pentacene:C_{60} interface, results in a high binding energy for the CT state of 0.85 eV. But also in phthalocyanine:C_{60} the mutual attraction outweighs the destabilization of both the induction and the (in this case favourable) energy landscape for formation of free charges, resulting in a CT state that is stabilized by 0.5 eV. However, the significantly lower binding energy suggests that by finding an optimal combination of donor and acceptor combination in terms of materials, crystal structure, and crystal orientation, an energy landscape of free charges might be achieved that compensates the mutual attraction and diminishes the binding energy. Additionally, we have to point out that the large stabilization of the CT state at the interface, obtained in our calculation, would exclude efficient charge separation, contrary to experimental observations. We believe that the delocalization of charge over multiple molecules is a likely explanation for this discrepancy. To allow charge delocalization it is necessary to describe a sufficiently large part of the system quantum mechanically while keeping a fully polarizable surrounding. Such a QM/MM approach has been implemented for the DRF force field that is used here however, the use of such models for accurate predictions is not straightforward, especially since the description of charge delocalization in a fully quantum mechanical calculation already suffers from artefacts.
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